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Key themes: covid as a platform for transformation | outsourcing is successful when you 
have a strong and defined process

Oaklin works with large organisations across the public and private sector to deliver 
tech-enabled change. With functional experience in finance, HR and IT, as well as across 
procurement, communications and mergers and acquisitions, the team adds established 
capabilities and tool kits for delivering successful change.

On the technology market…

A consistent theme with our clients is leveraging new technology to drive improved 
performance and efficiency. While it’s been a theme for the last 20 years, AI, analytics and 
process automation is now driving a lot of opportunity for clients and they’re wanting to 
take advantage of the next wave of technology. 

A key theme of covid - while posing its challenges - is the number of businesses who’ve 
seen the way their workforce has rallied to adjust to and conquer the challenges of the 
pandemic and remote working. They’ve seen what they can do in a crisis and how they’ve 
been able to make rapid changes. 

“They’re now looking at the rest of their business and saying, ‘I’ve had this on my agenda 
for a few years and I realise that because we’ve been able to harness these opportunities, 
we can advance these other ones too.’   They’re using it as a springboard, as proof their 
team can change and implement transformation.

On resource and support…

Through the consulting company’s lens, there is a massive battle for talent. The whole 
sector is mad busy - everyone is fighting for people. And I think it is probably leading to 
companies being a bit more innovative about nearshore and offshore. 

As a fast-growing consulting company we’ve worked with third parties - mainly onshore, 
but also offshore and nearshore. The common theme is that as long as you define the 
process and you work with a trusted partner who manages expectations, you can usually 
outsource successfully.
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